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ANTHONY REID

Maluku Revisited

Leonard Y. Andaya, The World of Maluku;
Eastern Indonesia in the Early Modern Period,
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993.

In its Deel 150, 2e Aflevering, of 1994, the BKI published a review of this
book by Chris van Fraassen, whose historically informed 1987 anthropo-
logy thesis on Ternate1 qualified him to write with some authority. Unfor-
tunately the other major scholarly journal specializing in matters Indo-
nesian, Indonesia of Cornell University, No. 58 (October 1994), published
effectively the same review by the same reviewer - the only substantial
divergence being a different set of specific complaints in the central part of
the review (the long fourth paragraph in BKI 150:424-5).

In a small field with relatively few expert reviewers a single review can
have disproportionate effects on the way a book is received. It is doubly
unfortunate for the same perception of the book to be the only one
available to readers through the two chief specialist journals. The review in
question was unusually hostile, saying nothing positive about the book
but concentrating on a list of divergences from the facts as Van Fraassen
sees them, all calculated to discredit The World of Maluku as a serious
analysis of Malukan history. Leonard Andaya himself was given space for
a reply in Indonesia. It may be helpful to have a third view of the situation
here.

The most regrettable aspect of Van Fraassen's review is that it focuses
on alleged errors of detail in such a way as to suggest that these represent
the heart of Andaya's analysis, whereas the essential arguments of the
book cannot be discerned from the review. A case in point is Van
Fraassen's first 'example':

'Andaya's association of the four realms with the four points of the
compass (p. 52-3) is not based on any empirical facts, but is undoubtedly
derived from some theoretical framework. The observation that in
Maluku the number four signifies totality and perfection and appears to
have been a feature of the Austronesian-speaking peoples (p. 54) is
incorrect in so far as many of the people in question speak non-

1 Ch.F. van Fraassen, Ternate, de Molukken en de Indonesische Archipel. Van soa-
organisatie en vierdeling; Een studie van traditionele samenleving en cultuur in
Indonesië, 1987, 2 vols. [Doctoral dissertation, Leiden University.]
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Austronesian languages, while nowhere in his book does Andaya
mention the equally great significance of the number nine for
Moluccans.' (BKI 150:424.)

Despite what most readers will assume in reading this, Van Fraassen does
not disagree with the major emphasis in Andaya's book that the unity of
the Maluku world was maintained by a complex pluralism of twos and
especially fours. On the contrary, the four-part division (vierdeling) is an
even stronger theme in Van Fraassen's work than in Andaya's. What I
believe Van Fraassen means (after consulting his thesis) is that Malukan
society is extremely complex, with dualisms everywhere, fourfold divisions
especially pronounced in north Maluku, as in other parts of Indonesia,
ninefold and fivefold divisions throughout Central Maluku (the famous
ulisiwa and ulilima), and fourfold and sevenfold divisions elsewhere. The
criticism of Andaya appears to be that in emphasizing the most striking
division of North Maluku he has not provided sufficient context.

Van Fraassen's thesis is a magnificent achievement of over twelve
years' work, including two years in Dutch archives and one year in
Ternate. It has documented in 1260 pages the past and present complexity
of this most complex of Indonesian regions, with the skill and attention to
detail which it requires. His painstaking work has made it easier for
subsequent historians and other scholars to understand the Malukan
context of events in eastern Indonesia. But the audience for which Van
Fraassen writes is necessarily limited to specialists with the patience and
ethnographic expertise (and Dutch) to absorb such detail. Andaya writes
for a broader audience of historians and social scientists interested in the
nature of states in Southeast Asia and the ways they have interacted with
Europeans and others. For most of these, Maluku is a puzzle at best, a
bizarre curiosity at worst: an incomprehensible variety of small islands and
ethnic groups which nevertheless intruded into world history through
monopolizing the supply of cloves and nutmeg. Andaya has done a
wonderful service by making clear why European understandings of the
state must be broadened to make sense of pre-modern Maluku, and prob-
ably to make sense of Indonesian states in general.

Leonard Andaya has never balked at difficult challenges, but this is the
most ambitious of his books. It is more informed than his previous work by
the way theorists like Hayden White, James Clifford and Marshall Sahlins
have undermined the historian's privileged but culture-bound authority.
Andaya adopted as a strategy 'to reconstruct two separate cultural realities
of the past, with their differing assumptions and attitudes, and to convey
the significance of their interaction to a modern Western and Western-
educated society' (6). He acknowledges the problem that Portuguese,
Spanish and Dutch sources are abundant but Malukan ones almost non-
existent for this period. Nevertheless, he believes it to be preferable to
reconstruct Malukan beliefs of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries
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chiefly from the primary European sources of that period, rather than
relying on ethnographies and historical reconstructions of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries - even Malukan ones such as the Hikayat Ternate
and the chronicle of Naidah. In this his strategy certainly differs, quite
legitimately, from Van Fraassen's, but it is quite wrong to put this down to
sloppiness, as Van Fraassen implies (BKI 150:424,426).

As his opening chapter on 'The World of the European' shows, it is
Andaya who is the more cautious about taking European sources at face
value. He scrutinizes in turn the value systems out of which Portuguese,
Spanish and Dutch sources were written, and generally takes a stand
distanced conceptually from those of his sources. As he insists (249), 'The
European material itself is structured and selective, and it requires the same
critical examination which is applied to Southeast Asian manuscripts'. It
may be true that this now fashionable relativizing of sources can be read as
imposing a new kind of authorial prerogative, but in Andaya's case this is
done knowingly and the method set out clearly. Unlike all previous
historians of this area, he devotes as much space to clarifying the values,
assumptions and myths of the European and Malukan parties as to the
narrative of their meeting.

Andaya's explication of 'The World of Maluku' (Chapters 2 and 3) is a
vitally important contribution to the growing understanding of the nature
of power in pre-colonial Southeast Asia. Wolters' proposal of a 'mandala'
model, Geertz's of a 'theatre state', and most recently Jane Drakard's
'kingdom of words' (in relation to Minangkabau kingship) have each
sought to show that states 'below the winds' may not have been held
together in the same way as in the European enlightenment model of the
state. Andaya's two central contributions to this ongoing debate are the
notions of the complementarity of plurality and unity in Malukan statecraft
and the unifying power of myth. As he makes clear, Europeans found it
baffling that the adjacent small islands of Ternate and Tidore were
constantly at war yet constantly intermarrying, in conflict and yet essential
to each other. Similar pluralities were entrenched in Malukan belief at
every level. Warfare, marriage and alliance could not be understood
without them. What looked like weakness to Europeans was often the
strength of a particular political formation, and what looked like strength
was weakness. What bound the system together, in Andaya's view, was a
common mythology. 'The element of compulsion was never as effective in
maintaining links between the center and periphery as was the belief in the
shared myth of origin' (112).

The encounter of Europeans and Malukans from 1512 onwards, which
occupies the second part of Andaya's book, has been related many times
before. Astonishingly, however, this is the first time that we have a modern
scholarly account of it in English which one can confidently give to
students not satisfied with the cursory overviews of Hall and Vlekke.
Andaya's account is far more than a reliable narrative. The Malukan
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conflicts which so baffled European chroniclers become comprehensible in
relation to the values sketched in Part I. For example, the Iberians
frequently held an heir to the throne as virtual prisoner and expected
Ternatans to be loyal to him, whereas male primogeniture was far less
important to Malukans of this period than alliances and prowess, with
women playing a large role in both. The enduring conflict between Ternate
and Tidore was a necessary aspect of Malukan life and could not end in
the victory of one side in the way the Spanish and Dutch intended in their
conflicts. Andaya retells the enthralling story of Nuku's Malukan rebellion
of the late eighteenth century as the final act of this pluralist drama, with
Nuku perceiving that the Dutch had so undermined the 'four pillars of
Maluku' that he in turn had to aspire to unification of the region against
them, though in defeat he again sought to re-establish the four old
kingdoms.

Maluku was the best-known part of the Indonesian Archipelago in the
sixteenth century, but has gradually retreated to a status so peripheral that
most modern historians have had no patience with its complexities.
Andaya has brought the region back to the centre of the Southeast Asian
stage by foregrounding rather than ignoring that complexity. The World
of Maluku should be read by all who wish to understand not only the
earliest European interactions with eastern Asia, but the nature of pre-
modern statecraft in the region.
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